ASSESSMENT OF RISKS CAUSED BY IMPACTS EXERTED ON A HUMAN BODY BY NITRATES CONTAINED IN FOOD PRODUCTS
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Food products contamination with xenobiotics of various genesis exerts negative influence on population health. According to multiple research performed on various territories in Russia, nitrates are basic contaminants occurring in food products and they make a considerable contribution into higher morbidity with specific nosologic forms, notably pathologies which are primarily caused by factors related to nutrition.

The paper focuses on analysis of laboratory research data on nitrates concentrations in food products; the data were collected in Altai region and they are taken from research reports issued by certified test laboratories. The authors also performed their own laboratory research at the Institute for Occupational Hygiene and Industrial Ecology of the RF Public Healthcare Ministry; it allowed to conclude that increased nitrates contents in food products were a vital issue which requires further examination and research performed with high precision laboratory research techniques.

We assessed hazard quotients (HQ) for nitrates occurring in vegetables and melons, individual carcinogenic risks (ICR), and population carcinogenic risks (PCR). Our hygienic assessment of nitrates concentrations in food products allowed us to reveal boundaries of risk properties variability.

It is necessary to work out recommendations how to reduce exposure of Altai region population to nitrates and to give grounds for priority approaches to administrative decision-making aimed at lowering population risks caused by consumption of nitrates-contaminated food products.
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Introduction.

To provide food safety for population in our country is a basic task which authorities in any region in the RF should solve. Altai region nowadays is a major producer and supplier of vegetable and animal food products both for its own population and people living in other regions; some products are also exported to the nearest countries. And as free economic zones such as the Customs Union and the Eurasian Economic Union are developing rapidly, this task is becoming even more significant.

Some hygienic problems are still to be solved in Altay region; for example, problems related to preventing various xenobiotics, including nitrates, from penetrating into food products at all the stages in their manufacturing, distribution, and storage. There are no well developed approaches to efficient population health preservation via more rational and optimal nutrition.

As per data taken from various research and works, vegetables, melons, and potato are most likely to be contaminated with ni-
Nitrates penetrate a human body in excessive doses due to vast application of nitrogen fertilizers in contemporary vegetable cultivation and due to nitrate compounds applied in food industry as preservatives and food additives, and it exerts adverse effects on health[2–4]. If we assess nitrates contamination of food products which are sold in Altai region, it will allow us to estimate their contents in consumed food products and will help to implement prevention activities aimed at reduction of nitrates concentrations in food products. It is known that when some nitrates (about 5–7%) are contained in food products in quantities higher than allowable concentrations, they can convert into nitrates in the gastrointestinal tract; and it is nitrates that exert adverse effects on a person's body and his or her health[5, 6]. When nitrates penetrate human blood, they make for ferrous iron oxidizing into ferric one, and it results in occurrence of hemoglobin which is unable to bring oxygen to body organs and tissues. Food products are a major way for nitrates to penetrate a body; first of all, we can mention vegetable products here (up to 80% nitrates enter a body with vegetables, including potatoes, melons, and fruit). Besides, nitrate can penetrate a body with drinking water and with medications[2, 4, 7].

Nitrates hold a specific place among chemicals which are carcinogenic in their essence. Some research proves that they are related to malignant neoplasms emergence in the gastrointestinal tract [7]. Nitrates and nitrates are known to be authentic factors which cause higher stomach cancer risk as per data provided by authors who focus on issues related to influence exerted by food factors on carcinogenesis [8–10]. Research results reveal a significant correlation between oncologic tumors frequency and total load with mineral fertilizers and, consequently, nitrates [11, 12].

As a rule, hygienic assessment of food products is performed in specialized certified laboratories which makes for high quality products which are safe for consumers being sold on markets. Hygienic assessment of food products is to verify their conformity with the Customs Union Technical Regulations. Research related to nitrates concentrations in food products is regularly performed in Altai region by relevant test laboratories.

So, nowadays it is vital to hygienically assess nitrates contamination of food products on Altai region territory and to calculate risks of carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic effects caused by consumption of such products.

**Research goal.** Our goal was to assess nitrates contamination of food products manufactured and sold on Altai region territory and to assess risks related to consumption of such products by population in order to prevent adverse effects on a human body.

**Tasks.**
1. To assess nitrates contamination of food products produced and sold on Altai region territory via capillary electrophoresis.
2. To assess risks of emergence and growth in morbidity with certain nosologies under exposure to nitrates.
3. To work out scientifically grounded recommendations on improvement of laboratory control systems and prevention of alimentary-dependent diseases.

**Data and methods.** We took our data for retrospective analysis from official statistic reports provided by the Rospotrabnadzor re-
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Regional office in Altai region collected over 2011–2015. More than 70,000 laboratory test results were analyzed; 13,000 out of them were analyzed in terms of their conformity to hygienic standards of nitrates contents in food products. All the data were statistically processed as per conventional techniques in Microsoft Excel 2013.

To determine nitrates contents in food products, we performed our research at the Institute for Occupational Hygiene and Industrial Ecology of Altai State Medical University; various vegetables such as cucumbers, tomatoes, cabbage, beetroot, onion, potatoes, and marrows brought from different Altai region territories (Barnaul, Ust'-Pristanskiy, Petropavlovskiy, and Zav'yalovskiy districts) were analyzed with the capillary electrophoresis technique [13–15]. This technique is based on separating components in a complicated mixture in a crystal capillary under exposure to applied electric field and it allows to examine micro-volumes of a sample. Confinement parameter (migration time) is a qualitative characteristic of a substance, and a peak height or square proportionate to a substance concentration is its quantitative characteristic [13]. Range of nitrate-ions measuring with capillary electrophoresis amounts to 5.0–50.0 mg/l., a relative measurement uncertainty here being equal to 10%. It was the first time when this technique was applied to examine nitrates contents in food products in Altai region. 189 food products samples were examined with it; they were chosen as research objects within scientific research NIR No. 02–18 planned in accordance with a working program for a post-graduate student training and research schedules approved in the Institute for Occupational Hygiene and Industrial Ecology of Altai State Medical University.

Carcinogenic risk caused by exposure to nitrates was assessed as per the Guidelines on assessment of population health risks under exposure to chemicals which pollute the environment. We took average food products consumption in the region as our basic scenario. Consumption parameters were determined according to official data provided by the Federal Statistic Service, to be exact, its regional offices in Altai region and Altai Republic [16]. We calculated average annual consumption of each product per 1 person. A body weight of an adult man was considered to be equal to 70 kg. Average daily nitrates doses were calculated as per average values for nitrates contents in examined food products.

We calculated individual carcinogenic risk with a modified exponential model: $ICR = \exp \left(1.44 \cdot 10^{-7} K \right)^{-1}$, where

- $ICR$ is individual carcinogenic risk;
- $K$ is a quantity of nitrates which penetrated a body, mg/person/day.

Population carcinogenic risk was calculated as per a conventional technique [7]:

$$PCR = ICR \cdot POP,$$

where

- $PCR$ is population carcinogenic risk;
- $POP$ is a number of people in an examined population, people.

To assess non-carcinogenic risks, we applied a hazard quotient (HQ) and a mathematical model [5, 7]:

$$\Delta R = 0.00052 \left\{ \frac{1}{1 + e^{-6.89 + 0.04 K}} - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-6.89 + 0.04 K}} \right\},$$

where $\Delta R$ is a non-carcinogenic risk growth.

Results and discussion. We detected that experts from a test laboratory center at the Altai Center for Hygiene and Epidemiology examined 70,000 food products samples over 5 years, 2011–2015. The share of samples which didn't conform to hygienic standards varied from 0.1% to 2.0%. In 2011 nitrates contents were higher than hygienic standards in 0.3% samples (vegetables, potatoes, and herbs). All the non-conforming samples were domestic products. In 2012 specific weight of samples not conforming to hygienic standards as per nitrates contents grew to 0.4%. In 2013 14 fruit and vegetables samples out of 2,800 examined ones deviated from hygienic standards as per nitrates contents which accounted for 0.5% of the overall samples quantity. In 2014 28 out of 2,333 samples didn't conform to hygienic standards as per nitrates contents. Samples of fruit, vegetables, and melons deviated from standards most frequently. All the non-conforming samples taken in 2014 were domestic products. Specific weight of food products samples and food raw materials which didn't conform to hygienic standards amounted to 1.2% in 2014. In 2015 4 fruit and vegetables samples out of 2,289 examined ones deviated from hygienic standards as per nitrates contents which accounted for 0.2%.

We applied capillary electrophoresis technique in a laboratory at the Institute for Occupational Hygiene and Industrial Ecology to examine 189 samples of vegetables. Nitrates concentrations detected during food products examination ranged from 21.2±2.4 mg/kg to 1619.0±12.3 mg/kg of a product mass, average values here ranging from 46.0±1.7 mg/kg in marrows to 678.3±15.8 mg/kg in beetroot, as we can see in Figure 1.

As per statistic data provided by the Altai Regional Office of the Federal Statistic Service, vegetables, melons, potatoes, fruits and berries account for a considerable share of the overall food products consumption and are a significant part in Altai population food ration (Figure 2). They account for 31.6% of an average statistical ration, share of potatoes being equal to 10.8%; that of melons and vegetables, 12.4%.

We calculated average daily nitrates doses which penetrated a body with vegetables and potatoes; to do that, we determined average nitrates concentrations in examined vegetables (Figure 3). Average doses in which nitrates penetrated a body amounted to 170 mg/day in Altai region (77.4 mg/day were introduced with potatoes; 92.6 mg/day, with other vegetables).

We detected that cucumbers, onion, and potatoes made the greatest contribution into exposure to nitrates in Altai region. Excessive nitrates concentrations which were higher than MPC were detected in those products were...
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registered most frequently; these concentrations also exceeded MPC greater than concentrations in any other products (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Average nitrates concentrations in food products, mg/kg

Figure 4. Specific weight of various vegetables in overall volume of products not conforming to hygienic standards as per nitrates concentration

Our calculation of individual carcinogenic risks (ICR) revealed that there was an additional probability that malignant neoplasms could emerge in a person during his or her life time. Carcinogenic risk could be estimated as low for all the examined territories in Altai region ($1 \times 10^{-6}$–$1 \times 10^{-4}$); the maximum individual carcinogenic risk was detected on the examined territory, Petropavlovskiy region ($3.2 \times 10^{-5}$). Though ICR is considered to be low, nevertheless, it is higher than permissible (which is lower than $1 \times 10^{-6}$); therefore, it makes a certain contribution into a probability that such pathology as a malignant neoplasm can emerge in an individual, as we can see on Figure 5.

Population carcinogenic risk shows a number of malignant neoplasms cases which occur in an examined population in addition to a background risk level. Individual and population carcinogenic risks show upper limit of possible carcinogenic risk for a period which is equal to an average life time of an individual (70 years) [5, 7].

A carcinogenic process is a random one; it has long-term latent period; there are a lot of differences in age sensitivity to it; and a probability of death outcome for each individual is difficult to determine as it is time- and age-dependent. Therefore, it is next to impossible to try and predict terms in which malignant neoplasms can occur even on the basis of all the available scientific data.

As we can see from Figure 6, contamination of food products with nitrates makes a certain contribution into morbidity with ma-
lignant neoplasms due to additional cases of the disease in population living on different territories in Altai region. 14 additional cases beyond the background level were detected in Barnaul; tentatively 1 additional case of the disease in three years was detected in Ust'-Pristanskiy, Petropavlovskiy, and Zav'yalovskiy districts due to population number in these three regions being considerably smaller than in Barnaul (more than 20 times smaller).

Our estimation of hazard quotients for nitrates contained in fruit and vegetables revealed that their values were not higher than 1; it allowed us to conclude that effects exerted by nitrates on population health could be considered permissible provided that they entered a body in calculated doses during lifetime. Yet, should nitrates penetrate a human body in doses higher than calculated ones, HQ value can become higher than permissible one, and it will lead to greater hazardous influence exerted by nitrates and possible carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic effects in population living in the region. Thus, the hazard quotient in Petropavlovskiy region is already close to 1, which means there is a greater possibility there that hazardous effects can occur when population consumes food products which contain calculated nitrates doses.

Conclusion.
We analyzed available data obtained via laboratory research concerning nitrates contents in food products in Altai region. We detected that some vegetable products contained nitrates in concentrations higher than MPC. Excessive nitrates quantities were detected in vegetables (including potato and onion), herbs, melons and watermelons. Our own research revealed that such vegetables as cucumber, tomato, and onion, were most contaminated with nitrates.

Assessment of hazard quotients (HQ) for nitrates introduced in vegetables and melons allows to consider influence exerted by nitrates on population health to be permissible provided that nitrates penetrate a body in calculated doses during lifetime. But at the same time, should nitrates penetrate a body in doses higher than calculated ones, it can cause HQ values become higher than permissible ones.

Individual carcinogenic risk (ICR) caused by nitrates concentrations in food products is estimated as low. ICR determined by nitrates contents in food products varies from $1.89\times10^{-5}$ to $3.2\times10^{-5}$. Such risk level doesn't require any additional measures aimed at its reduction; still, it is subject to selective periodic control as it makes a certain contribution into a probability of malignant neoplasms occurrence in population.

Value of population carcinogenic risk (PCR) caused by nitrates contents in food products allows us to assume that there is a possibility of $0.28$–$14.33$ malignant neoplasms cases occurring in population living on the examined territories which are additional to the background oncologic morbidity.
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